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M&A at record levels
despite uncertain
climate for FDI

While global M&A activity has reached record
levels, the rate for deals failing to complete is
also – somewhat counterintuitively – at an
all-time high.¹ While there are a number of
factors that affect deal certainty, in this article
we focus on the impact of tightening foreign
direct investment (FDI) controls.
This phenomenon is being felt most acutely by Chinese
investors in the US where FDI has plummeted from a high
of $45.6bn in 2016 to $29.4bn in 2017 and only $1.4bn in
Q1 of this year. China’s tightening of capital restrictions
on outbound M&A has played its part, but so has the US’s
national security regime – the interagency Committee on
Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) – which
has recently taken a much tougher stance towards
Chinese investment.
1PN[ƂXGFGCNUJCXGDGGPDNQEMGFD[VJG75RTGUKFGPV
under CFIUS in the last 30 years. But this does not tell the
full story. Three of these prohibitions have come since
&GEGODGTHQWTQHVJGƂXGRTQJKDKVKQPUJCXGDGGP
against Chinese buyers, and numerous other deals – in
particular those involving Chinese buyers – have been
withdrawn due to concerns raised by CFIUS (Alipay’s
attempted acquisition of MoneyGram and HNA Group’s
planned investment in Golden Eagle Entertainment are
recent notable examples). What’s more, the US is
currently contemplating potentially far-reaching changes to
the CFIUS regime, which could further curtail Chinese
investment into the US.

Chinese FDI into the US in the last five years
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The increased uncertainty around FDI review processes
will require earlier and more comprehensive strategic
planning for many deals. A well-prepared global foreign
investment review strategy can pay real dividends.
#NCUVCKT/QTFCWPV2CTVPGT(TGUJƂGNFU$TWEMJCWU&GTKPIGT

1 Source: Abandoned Acquisitions – why do some deals fail to complete? M&A Research Centre at Cass Business School, University of London and Intralinks (November 2017)

US leading the way,
with other countries following
But this is not just a US phenomenon. All other
members of the G7 have strengthened their FDI
or public interest regimes since 2015. And outside
the G7, Russia has beefed up its rules while the
European Commission is proposing to introduce
a co-operation framework for member states in
the screening of FDI on a range of grounds linked
to security or public order.
Several Chinese investments have fallen foul of other FDI
regimes. For example, in May the Canadian government
blocked a proposed $1.5bn takeover of Aecon Group by CCCC
International Holding (a Chinese state-owned engineering and
EQPUVTWEVKQPƂTO QPPCVKQPCNUGEWTKV[ITQWPFU+P)GTOCP[C
PWODGTQHFGCNU CUKIPKƂECPVRTQRQTVKQPQHYJKEJCTGNKMGN[
VQJCXGDGGP%JKPGUGCNVJQWIJVJGTGCTGPQQHƂEKCNPWODGTU 
have had to offer remedies to clear its FDI rules, failed or were
CDCPFQPGFFWGVQRQNKVKECNRTGUUWTG(QTKPUVCPEG5)%%oUƂTUV
attempt to acquire a 20 per cent stake in 50Hertz, an operator
of critical infrastructure in Germany, failed this year because
the German government encouraged Belgian company Elia, a
shareholder of 50Hertz, to exercise its pre-emptive right. SGCC
is currently making a fresh attempt to buy a 20 per cent stake.
Further, there are rumours that the German government may
block the acquisition of Leifeld Metal Spinning, a German
machine manufacturer, by a Chinese investor. This would be
VJGƂTUVRTQJKDKVKQPQHCPCESWKUKVKQPQHC)GTOCPEQORCP[
based on national security grounds.

Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), which had
ƃCIIGFPCVKQPCNUGEWTKV[EQPEGTPUWPFGTPGYNCYUVJCVECOG
into force in June. The UK government estimates that up to six
deals a year would require such careful scrutiny, so more
examples may follow. On 19 July, BEIS announced that it
would not refer the transaction to an in-depth assessment on
national security grounds, and the UK antitrust authority
cleared the transaction one day later. But even though the
transaction was ultimately approved, it shows that the
unpredictable nature of FDI review regimes can have a real
impact on deal-making.
It’s clear that the global trend of tightening FDI controls is
being driven to a large extent by China. Germany, for
example, amended its laws in July 2017 in response to losing
key technology to foreign – and in particular Chinese –
investors. Indeed, the German reforms have been dubbed by
some as the ‘Kuka law’, following Midea’s acquisition of the
German robotics company in 2016. There are now rumours
that the thresholds may be lowered following Geely’s 9.6 per
cent investment in Daimler and SGCC’s attempt to acquire
a stake in 50Hertz, which fell well under the FDI regime’s
current 25 per cent voting threshold for capturing
non-EU acquisitions.

It’s clear that these developments
in FDI controls are being driven
to a large extent by China

Australia, on the other hand, has had an active FDI regime
for many years and in August 2016 blocked the sale of a
controlling stake in Ausgrid, the state-owned electricity
distributor, to China’s State Grid and Hong Kong’s Cheung
Kong Infrastructure on national interest grounds. There are
also recent reports that Australia might ban Huawei from
supplying equipment for planned 5G broadband networks
amid concerns that it may be controlled by the Chinese
government and could be forced to hand over sensitive data.

But the issue is not just limited to Chinese investors.
(QTGZCORNG)GTOCP[oU+PƂPGQP6GEJPQNQIKGUoRTQRQUGF
acquisition of Wolfspeed, a maker of high-performance
semiconductors, from US LED lighting company Cree, failed
in early 2017 on account of it not being able to address CFIUS’s
concerns. From a regulatory perspective, both the EU’s
proposed reforms as well as the recent changes introduced in
the UK will also apply to all foreign investors irrespective of
where they are based or whether they are state-owned.

Most recently, the planned sale of the UK aircraft parts
manufacturer Northern Aerospace to a subsidiary of China’s
Shaanxi Ligeance Mineral Resources was reportedly cancelled
on 9 July after intervention by the UK’s Department for

Finally, the pending CFIUS legislative reform seeks to expand
international co-operation between allied countries’ FDI
reviews. This might facilitate an attempt by the US to ‘export’
its national security concerns to other countries.

More deals coming under regulatory scrutiny and impact on deal timing
While the vast majority of
FDI deals are still completing,
more deals are being reviewed
under FDI regimes and this
is having an impact on the
time it takes to execute
transactions.

Whereas just under 100 deals were
reviewed by CFIUS in 2013, this
number more than doubled in 2017
to 245 and 2018 is on track to match
QTGZEGGFVJKUƂIWTGFGURKVGVJG
substantial decline in Chinese FDI
during that period. There’s a similar
story in Germany where the number
QHPQVKƂGFECUGUJCUKPETGCUGF
UKIPKƂECPVN[UKPEGVJGPGYNCYU
came into force in mid-2017.

The length of review can vary
considerably and be unpredictable.
For example, while the UK public
interest intervention process has
some statutory deadlines, large parts
of the process, including timing,
are determined at the discretion of
the Secretary of State, making it
FKHƂEWNVHQTRCTVKGUVQRTGFKEVVJG
review timetable with any degree
of accuracy.

So, what do foreign investors
need to do to get their deals done?
It’s clear that execution risk is increasingly
significant for some foreign buyers, particularly
those from China, as regulators increase their
scrutiny of FDI and seek to intervene in more
transactions. In light of this, key considerations
for foreign investors include the following.
Take advice early.
Seeking advice on regulatory risks from experienced legal
counsel as well as government affairs and public relations
experts at a very early stage in the transaction planning
process is critical to assess feasibility and ensure that all other
workstreams are aligned to facilitate a successful transaction.

Pick your industries carefully.
While FDI regimes around the world have different focuses,
some industries are more likely to raise concerns than others.
These include critical infrastructure; high-technology
industries such as semiconductors; telecommunications;
media/broadcasting/cultural activities; energy; oil and gas;
and, not surprisingly, national security and defence. It is
worth noting that even minor contracts to supply goods or
services related to national security or defence, as well as
proximity of real estate to military sites or other government
HCEKNKVKGUECPECWUGOCLQTFKHƂEWNVKGUVJCVPGGFVQDG
addressed, so it is crucial to identify them at an early stage.
This applies even if both parties are incorporated outside the
regulator’s home jurisdiction. Separately, growing national
security concerns are emerging around data protection.
Regulators, including CFIUS, are increasingly looking at
transactions that may result in foreign access to large
amounts of data, especially when it may include citizens’
RGTUQPCNN[KFGPVKƂCDNGKPHQTOCVKQP

Consider other stakeholders.
Once opposition to a deal gains momentum, it can be hard to
reverse. As a result, developing the right narrative from the
QWVUGVCUVQYJ[VJGFGCNKUDGPGƂEKCNPQVLWUVHQTUJCTGJQNFGTU
but also other key stakeholders (particularly employees)
is critical.

Identifying the key pressure points
at the outset will help develop a
consistent narrative for the deal.
This narrative, together with the
timing of any engagement with
stakeholders, politicians and
government agencies, is key to
improving overall deal certainty.
4KEJCTF2GTMU2CTVPGT(TGUJƂGNFU$TWEMJCWU&GTKPIGT

Think about contractual protections.
Given the inherent unpredictability of many FDI regimes, it is
important to include conditions precedent for FDI clearances
in the deal documents as well as providing for appropriate risk
allocation between the buyer and the seller if any concessions
have to be made to mitigate regulatory concerns. Since FDI review
timelines are usually less strict and formal than for merger control,
RCTVKGUPGGFVQDWKNFGPQWIJƃGZKDKNKV[KPVQVJGKTFGCNVKOGVCDNG

Develop a mitigation strategy.
Be prepared to address potential concerns through mitigation
remedies not only in relation to regulatory issues but also to
help assuage any political or even public opposition to a deal.
For example, in relation to its acquisition of Kuka, Midea faced
opposition from certain shareholders and German politicians
keen to preserve the ‘national champion’ robotics company.
In addition to resolving CFIUS concerns by pre-emptively
divesting a highly sensitive US defence-related subsidiary,
which was prohibited from being owned by a Chinese
company under US regulatory laws, Midea committed to keep
-WMCoUOCPCIGOGPVCPFƂPCPEKPIKPFGRGPFGPVOCKPVCKPKVU
headquarters and employee base in Germany and not delist
the business. More recently, creative mitigation negotiation
and perseverance helped save the China Oceanwide/Genworth
case that was lingering with CFIUS for over a year. The novel
mitigation agreement approved by CFIUS required Genworth,
among other things, to outsource the data management
and security of sensitive information to a CFIUS-approved
third-party vendor, with no access provided to China
1EGCPYKFG6JKUKUVJGƂTUVVKOG%(+75YCUYKNNKPIVQ
mitigate personal data concerns in a deal concerning a
Chinese entity and may provide a useful blueprint for
future Chinese deals raising similar concerns.

Group structuring.
In addition to submitting remedies as part of a review process,
group structuring may come into play. For example, the
location of a merged company’s headquarters can be an area
of focus for governments and regulators (as was the case in the
attempted merger between London Stock Exchange Group and
Deutsche Börse), and so dual headquarters can help allay concerns
about loss of control of a national champion or businesses with
sensitive know-how. The same applies to dual listings: for
example, as part of its SABMiller acquisition, AB InBev
established a secondary listing on the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange to demonstrate its commitment to South Africa
and the African continent. Other structuring options include
staggered acquisitions where the deal is structured to increase
or reduce the buyer’s shareholding dependent on regulatory
clearances, and pre-emptive disposals, which may help smooth
the path to a successful completion in sensitive sectors.

Maximise credibility by prioritising deliverability.
Where there are heightened concerns about regulatory
approvals, other aspects of the deal need to be structured in
a manner that is as clean and simple as possible in order to
convince a seller that the transaction is deliverable despite the
regulatory headwinds. This is vital in a competitive auction
process if a Chinese bid is to be seen as credible. Key to this is
often demonstrating a deliverable transaction structure; the
OQTGVTCPURCTGPVCPFDCPMCDNGVJGƂPCPEKPICPFQYPGTUJKR
structure, the fewer concerns a seller will have in its
assessment of deal certainty.
(TGUJƂGNFU$TWEMJCWU&GTKPIGTLLP, July 2018, 07392

